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About This Content

Original soundtrack of To the Moon, IGF Audio Finalist and nominated for GameSpot's Best Music and Best Song award --
featuring such wonders as two boring notes on repeat that will drive you crazy, and a wonderfully poignant song by Laura

Shigihara.

Composed by: Kan Gao, Laura Shigihara

To the Moon - Main Theme 04:56

Between a Squirrel and a Tree 01:18

Spiral of Secrets 01:06

For River - Piano (Sarah & Tommy's Version) 02:58

Bestest Detectives in the World 01:15

Too Bad So Sad 00:08

Teddy 00:42
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Uncharted Realms 01:08

Having Lived 01:21

Moonwisher 02:10

Born a Stranger 01:41

For River - Piano (Johnny's Version) 01:39

Lament of a Stranger 01:05

Everything's Alright (Music Box) 00:40

Moongazer 02:15

Anya by the Stars 02:15

Take Me Anywhere 00:59

Warning (AKA best track ever) 00:09

Beta-B 01:06

World's Smallest Ferris Wheel 00:35

Once Upon a Memory 02:25

Once Upon a Memory (Piano) 01:35

Everything's Alright 03:25

Everything's Alright (Reprise) 00:58

Tomorrow 02:10

Launch 01:57

To the Moon - Piano (Ending Version) 05:15

Eva's Ringtone 00:04

Trailer Theme - Part 1 01:43

Trailer Theme - Part 2 (feat. Laura Shigihara) 01:49

Trailer Theme - Part 2 (Instrumental) 02:00

For River - Holiday Edition 01:01
Songs will be downloaded to the To the Moon - Original Soundtrack folder in your Steam Directory:
[…]\Steam\steamapps\common\To The Moon\To the Moon - Original Soundtrack
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The Song make me cry :( :( I like that song :)

Indo : Lagunya membuatku menangis. :( :( I like that song :). A game with great humor and a somber story which makes you
want to feel
and experience each memory it shows.
This game is really worth it , it has a driven story which makes you want to listen
and understand it.
The music perfectly builds up the ambience for you to piece up
the moments.
Realistic dialogue this game does not hold back on humor.
10\/10 will make you feel.. I just listened to this soundtrack while going out for a walk; The world has never felt more beautiful,
and I have never felt more free.. buy this now. A lovely soundtrack to go with a brilliant game.. Buy this soundtrack in the
bundle, because after beating the game you are going to want to do it anyways, trust me.
Gorgeously put together, each song will bring you back to a moment in the game, perfectly capturing that moment again in your
memories.. Get this if you want feels.. dude.... i'm not one of those people that are easily moved, yet somehow the story of this
game did. If you are a person that cries easily, and plan to play this game, buy it, download it, go get some tissues and start it.
In the other hand, the gameplay is not the focus of this game, and it doesn't need to be, but if you don't like reading, and some
pretty basic puzzles, you may not be so interested in this game, yet i highly recommend trying it.
The music is beautiful, the charachter develpoment is real, and just when you start tying all the pieces together, you will feel it,
feel what you ask? EVERYTHING!
In conclusion, dem feels, dat game and, long live the platypus. (you'll get it later)
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One of the most powerfull points of to the moon is its music you wont regret buying this along with the game or as itself
its worth it if you enjoyed the music of the game. One of the best OST in gaming industry. Simple as that. I'll be honest I was
never going to play To The Moon considering its graphics and gameplay. Then I heard this OST on youtube. I simply
loved it. This OST made me consider playing the game. And then I loved the game!! Just get this OST and also the
game. Both of them need your love!!. Amazing soundtrack, worth every cent!. DLC verdict: Get it on sale OR Get it in
a bundle

Comment:
If you liked the vibe and feel of the game soundtrack you will want this. While the price is a bit high there is a base
game + soundtrack bundle you can get. If you already have the game I recommend to wait for a sale before getting this.
Optionally, go for the whole 5-year anniversary bundle.
------------------------------------------------------------------
If you liked this DLC review you can find more in my Review Corner.. The only soundtrack I've ever bought.. The
soundtrack of To the Moon is excellent, in my opinion, and I really recommend getting this if you enjoyed the game.
Plenty of good tracks in it, including the piano ones, which are the best. It comes in both MP3 and FLAC format, and
buying it is another way of supporting the devs.

I recommend it.. So heartbreakingly sad, yet so breathtakingly beautiful.
Not much more I can say.. One of the most intriguing, fun games I've played. For those who are used to fast paced
action, this game is very different to play. What it lacks in 'action' it more than makes up with puzzle solving and how
it portraits people and convey feelings, ethics, morale. The music is beautifuI and fit so perfectly with the story. I
promise that if you play the game to the end you will feel happy, even though it seems to be so much heart ache, and
you will close it with teary eyes and a smile on your face.. I really loved To The Moon and the music played in my mind
for weeks after finishing the game. I finally decided to buy the soundtrack because it was available and I loved the
music. I used to play other games, listening to "For River" over and over again. I'm glad I bought it.. the best game
music i've ever heard, way better than many music of other fields!
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